To commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the Starclassic Performer B/B series, Tama has released this special limited edition kit featuring a beautifully figured maple outer ply. The vibrant contrast between its beautiful faded finishes and black nickel hardware reflects Tama's attention to details, both aesthetically and functionally. All kits include mounted double tom holder in matching Black Nickel finish.

**Limited Edition 10th Anniversary Kits Featuring Figured Maple**
- Figured Maple outer ply
- Black Nickel shell hardware
- Die-cast hoops & Star-Cast mounting system with quick-release system for toms and FT legs
- Limited qty: FOF - 28 | FSF - 22 | FNM - 22

**PS52LBNSGF0F**
- FOF - Figured Ocean Fade
- 5pc Shell kit
- Drums Included:  18” x 22” BD with bass mount, 8” x 10” TT, 9” x 12” TT, 12” x 14” FT, 14” x 16” FT

**ADD-ON DRUMS**

**PSS65BNG**
- 6.5” x 14” snare drum
- Limited qty: FOF - 17 | FSF - 10 | FNM - 10
- Available: June

**PST8ABNG**
- 7” x 8” tom tom
- Limited qty: FOF - 7 | FSF - 4 | FNM - 4
- Available: June
**PS52LBNSGFSF**

**FSF - Figured Stout Fade**
5pc Shell kit

**Drums Included:**
- 18” x 22” BD with bass mount,
- 8” x 10” TT, 9” x 12” TT,
- 12” x 14” FT, 14” x 16” FT

**PS52LBNSGFNM**

**FNM - Figured Natural Maple**
5pc Shell kit

**Drums Included:**
- 18” x 22” BD with bass mount,
- 8” x 10” TT, 9” x 12” TT,
- 12” x 14” FT, 14” x 16” FT

NEW FOR SUMMER 2017
This limited edition Tama Superstar Classic Maple kit features premium Blue Onyx wrap that
gives this kit a timeless look. Offering the full, professional-grade sound of a 100% Maple drum
set at a price lower than you’ll find from any of their competitors, Tama’s Superstar Classic kits
represent a groundbreaking new step in the union of affordability and high-end design.

**Limited Edition Blue Onyx Delmar Wrap Finish**
- Limited edition finish: Blue Onyx (BLO)
- Limited qty: CR72SBLO - 100 | CR44CZSBLO - 30

**CR72SBLO**
BLO - Blue Onyx
7pc Shell kit
Drums Included:
18” x 22” BD with bass mount,
7” x 8” TT, 8” x 10” TT,
9” x 12” TT, 12” x 14” FT,
14” x 16” FT, 6.5” x 14” SD,
double tom holder,
single tom attachment

**CR44CZSBLO**
BLO - Blue Onyx
4pc 24”BD Shell kit
Drums Included:
14” x 24” BD, 9” x 13” TT,
16” x 16” FT, 6.5” x 14” SD,
single tom attachment

24” BD comes with Vintage Natural Birch wood hoops
IMPERIALSTAR

Imperialstar continues to be the undisputed entry-level kit standard due to Tama's time-tested consistency, excellent sounding shells, ergonomic and durable hardware and full set of Meinl HCS cymbals. Tama's new Stage Master 40 series hardware adds further improvement and distinction to Imperialstar.

NOW with NEW Stage Master 40 Series Hardware
- New Stage Master 40 Series cymbals, snare & hi-hat stands
- Iron Cobra 200 drum pedal
- Includes drum throne
- MEINL HCS cymbals
- Available finishes:
  CHM - Champagne Mist (NEW)
  CPM - Candy Apple Mist
  HBK - Hairline Black
  HLB - Hairline Blue
  MNB - Midnight Blue

IP52NC
5pc complete kit with MEINL HCS cymbals

IP62NC
6pc complete kit with MEINL HCS cymbals

IP50NC
5pc 20"BD complete kit with MEINL HCS cymbals

IP58NC
5pc 18"BD complete kit with MEINL HCS cymbals

NEW Stage Master 40 Series Hardware
- New double-braced tripod design similar to TAMA's higher end hardware lines
- Die-cast collar joint
- Cymbal stands feature the Quick-Set Cymbal Mate

NEW FOR SUMMER 2017
COCKTAIL-JAM

The Cocktail-JAM Kit is a TAMA original, in both appearance and sound. It is a portable, convenient drum set option that is great for hip-hop, jazz, or any music style requiring a tight sonic conception. Perfect for at-home intimate acoustic settings and tight rehearsal rooms, the Cocktail-JAM kit can be set up in the traditional drum set position, yet with a much smaller footprint.

TAMA’s Original Compact & Portable Kit Upgraded

- High-grade 100% Birch shell (6ply, 6mm)
- Sound Arc hoop
- Drum pedal and single tom attachment (x2) are included
- New Sound Focus Pad provides a punchy & fatter kick sound
- Drum and hardware bags included
- Available finishes:
  - BOS - Bright Orange Sparkle
  - ISP - Indigo Sparkle
  - MGD - Midnight Gold Sparkle

CJB46
Cocktail-JAM Kit
Drums Included:
6” x 16” BD, 5” x 10” TT, 5.5” x 14” FT,
5” x 12” SD, single pedal,
single tom attachments (x 2),
bass drum mute, drum bag,
hardware bag

Sound Focus Pad
SFP530 bass drum mute included
(also available as single accessory)
COCKTAIL-JAM MINI

Even More Compact & Portable Kit
- Poplar shell (8ply, 7.5mm)
- Triple flanged hoop
- Drum pedal and single tom attachment (x2) are included
- New Sound Focus Pad provides a punchy & fatter kick sound
- Drum and hardware bags included

Available finishes:
- CPM - Candy Apple Mist
- HLB - Hairline Blue

CJP44
Cocktail-JAM MINI Kit
Drums Included:
6” x 14” BD, 5” x 8” TT,
5.5” x 12” FT, 5” x 10” SD,
single pedal, single tom
attachments (x 2),
bass drum mute,
drum bag, hardware bag

Sound Focus Pad
SFP480 bass drum mute included
(also available as single accessory)

CJP44CPM
Candy Apple Mist

CJP44HLB
Hairline Blue

Drum & hardware bags included

MCAX5366
Cymbal attachment & hi-hat attachment pack
SOLD SEPARATELY
**STAR**

**Limited Edition**

*6.5" x 14" Solid Curly Maple Snare Drum*
- 6.5" x 14" 8mm Solid Curly Maple with 8mm Sound Focus Ring
- Die-cast hoop (8 hole)
- One-Piece lug (MSL90S)
- Super Sensitive Hi-Carbon snare wire (MS20RL14C)
- Oiled Brown Curly Maple (OBC) finish
- Remo® Coated Ambassador & Clear snare side Ambassador
- Limited qty: 10pcs

*6.5" x 14" Solid Curly Maple Snare Drum*
- 6.5" x 14" 8mm Solid Curly Maple with 8mm Sound Focus Ring
- Die-cast hoop (8 hole)
- One-Piece lug (MSL90S)
- Super Sensitive Hi-Carbon snare wire (MS20RL14C)
- Oiled Brown Curly Maple (OBC) finish
- Remo® Coated Ambassador & Clear snare side Ambassador
- Limited qty: 10pcs

**S.L.P.**

**Limited Edition**

*8" x 14" G-Bubinga Snare Drum*
- 8" x 14" 12ply Bubinga, 10mm
- 2.3mm Steel Mighty hoop (10 Hole)
- Starclassic lug
- Starclassic snare wire (MS20SN14S)
- Natural Quilted Bubinga (NQB) finish
- EVANS G1 coated / snare side
- Limited qty: 50pcs

*8" x 14" G-Bubinga Snare Drum*
- 8" x 14" 12ply Bubinga, 10mm
- 2.3mm Steel Mighty hoop (10 Hole)
- Starclassic lug
- Starclassic snare wire (MS20SN14S)
- Natural Quilted Bubinga (NQB) finish
- EVANS G1 coated / snare side
- Limited qty: 50pcs

**SOUNDWORKS**

**Limited Edition**

*6.5" x 14" Maple Snare Drum Featuring Lacebark Pine*
- 6.5" x 14" 4ply Maple + 2 outer ply Lacebark Pine, 5mm
- Sound Arc hoop (10 hole)
- Starclassic snare wire (MS20SN14S)
- Black Lacebark Pine (BLP) finish
- EVANS G1 coated / snare side
- Limited qty: 110pcs

*6.5" x 14" Maple Snare Drum Featuring Lacebark Pine*
- 6.5" x 14" 4ply Maple + 2 outer ply Lacebark Pine, 5mm
- Sound Arc hoop (10 hole)
- Starclassic snare wire (MS20SN14S)
- Black Lacebark Pine (BLP) finish
- EVANS G1 coated / snare side
- Limited qty: 110pcs

**ARTWOOD**

**Limited Edition**

*5.5" x 10" Birch/Tamo Ash Snare Drum*
- 5.5"x10", 6mm 8ply Birch shell with Tamo Ash inner & outer plies
- MC69 Single tom attachment included
- Triple Flanged hoop (6 Hole)
- Matte Tamo Ash (MTA) finish
- Limited qty: 150pcs

*5.5" x 10" Birch/Tamo Ash Snare Drum*
- 5.5"x10", 6mm 8ply Birch shell with Tamo Ash inner & outer plies
- MC69 Single tom attachment included
- Triple Flanged hoop (6 Hole)
- Matte Tamo Ash (MTA) finish
- Limited qty: 150pcs
Our goal with this new Remote Hi-Hat Stand was to create the smoothest action and precision possible, that could go toe-to-toe with high-end traditional hi-hat stands. After much research and development, we were able to achieve our ambitions by partnering with JAGWIRE™, a company that develops brake cables for the world’s best mountain bikes. The new Remote Hi-Hat Stand offers virtually unlimited setup flexibility for hi-hat positioning.

Ultra Smooth Action Remote Hi-hat Stand All-In-One Package
- JAGWIRE™ triple-layered ultra-smooth cable
- Lever Glide
- Quick-Set Hi-Hat clutch
- 6-way tension adjustment
- Cable length: 90.5” (2,300mm)
- MC66 universal clamp
- Ratchet arm (12mm, arm length: 200mm)
- Cable holders (x 6)
- Carrying bag

**JAGWIRE™ Triple-Layered Ultra-Smooth Cable**

**Cable Length Option**
- HH905RH comes with 90.5” cable.
- Shorter 47.25” cable sold separately.
- HH905RH2L (long) - LIST: $47.00
- HH905RH2S (short) - LIST: $35.00

**Lever Glide**

**Carrying Bag**
STAGE MASTER

Upgraded Stage Master Light Weight
Single Braced Stands Hardware Pack
• HC43BS Stage Master boom cymbal stand
• HC42S Stage Master straight cymbal stand
• HH45S Stage Master hi-hat stand
• HS40S Stage Master snare drum stand
• Carrying bag included (POWERPAD PBH02L list $80.00)

MM4SB

Newly Designed Die-Cast Joint
The new Die-Cast Joint design provides a more solid attachment by holding the tube with a Nylon Bushing that is secured by the T-bolt. This reduces any play within the stand, which in turn maximizes the instrument’s natural resonance.

Toe Guard
The plastic cover protects the chain from toe action and vice versa.

Non-Loosening Tension Rod
The nylon insulator at the end of the rod prevents the rod from loosening and reduces the noise caused by metal-to-metal contact.

Universal Gearless Tilter
The universal tilter securely holds its position with metal-plate friction instead of traditional gears so you can adjust it to any angle you desire.

Boom/Straight Convertible Tilter
Don’t let limited stage space cramp your style! If there’s no room for a boom, simply convert the stand to a straight stand. The boom arm stores neatly in the upper tube.

Quick-Set Cymbal Mate
Enables all drummers to set & release their cymbals quickly. Press both red buttons simultaneously and pull for quick release.
HAT STACK

The “Hat Stack” is the simplest and most compact cymbal stacker in TAMA history. It allows you to attach a small diameter cymbal to your hi-hat rod with just a drum key. Also, its tiny size – 25 mm (1") diameter x 40 mm (1.5") height – doesn’t interfere with your setup. It is a groundbreaking new item that can expand your sound without having to purchase additional clamps.

The Simplest & Most Compact Cymbal Stacker in TAMA History
- Easily attach a small cymbal to hi-hat rod measuring up to 7mm in diameter
- Compact size and lightweight for easy transport and storage
- Ability to adjust cymbal sustain

CSH5

SOFT SOUND BEATER

Practicing Quietly, Getting Natural Feel
- Easy way to decrease bass drum volume
- Quick and easy switch from a standard beater
- Natural and accurate feel

BSQ10S

Practicing drums quietly is always a challenge, and getting a quieter bass drum sound is one of the toughest problems to overcome. TAMA’s solution... the Soft Sound Beater. A quieter bass drum is now as simple as switching the beater on your pedal. It provides a significant decrease in volume, but allows you to use your regular bass drum pedal and bass drum head. In addition to practice, it’s also useful for low volume gigs and applications.
In November of 2016, Metallica released a new double-album called “Hardwired... to Self-Destruct” and kicked off a world tour in support. TAMA offers a Lars Ulrich replica Starclassic Maple kit for a limited time. This is the same configuration & special finish (Deeper Purple) as the kit he plays on tour.

Limited Edition Lars Ulrich WORLDWIRED Kit

- Exact configuration as Lars plays on tour (snare drum and hardware are not included)
- DPP - Deeper Purple sparkle lacquer finish

MA62BDZSDPP

DPP - Deeper Purple
22"BD 6pc shell kit
Drums Included:
16" x 22"BD (x2), 8" x 10"TT,
10" x 12"TT, 14" x 16"FT,
16" x 16"FT

Deeper Purple